Outdoor Non-Cutoff and Semi-Cutoff Wall-Mounted Area Luminaires

PART NUMBER: PX9EWB3X

CATEGORIZATION
MAIN: OUTDOOR LUMINAIRES
GENERAL APPLICATION: HIGH OUTPUT
PRIMARY USE: OUTDOOR NON-CUTOFF AND SEMI-CUTOFF WALL-MOUNTED AREA LUMINAIRES
CLASSIFICATION: STANDARD
IS PARENT PRODUCT: NO
DLC FAMILY CODE: LLLAXN
DIMMING STATUS: NOT DIMMABLE
LISTING STATUS: LISTED

REPORTED DATA
LIGHT OUTPUT: 14777LM
WATTAGE: 120.6W
EFFICIACY: 122.53LM/W
POWER FACTOR: 0.97
CCT: 5000K
CRI: 82.9
TOTAL HARMONIC DISTORTION: 13.48%